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Unit 24 Dosco Industrial Estate Ollerton Road, Tuxford

01777 322100 info@rotom.co.uk

APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

Security Roll Container - 850x735x1690mm

SKU 40VR1290

Lockable, nested security roll container with opening door. Provides safe
transportation of products. Equipped with 2 fixed wheels and 2 swivel
wheels with brake.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 125

Material Metal

Status Used

Inside dimension lenght 815

Inside dimension width 680

Inside dimension height 1425

Outside dimension lenght 850

Outside dimension width 735

Outside dimension height 1690

Dynamic load 350

Bottom Metal

Product used, for rent

Type

4-sided Roll containers, Nesting
Roll containers, Security Roll
containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Lockable security roll container -
850x735x1690mm

Practical and convenient to use roll container. Roll container has quiet
rubber wheels with a diameter of 125mm: 2 fixed wheels and 2 swivel
wheels with a brake. The loading capacity is 350kg. Internal dimensions:
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815x680x1425mm. The rolling container is fully enclosed and can be
sealed for transportation.

Strong nested design, space saving

This anti-burglary mesh cart has a nested design. This means you can
fold the roll container and slide one into the other to save space when
storing empty roll containers.

This is a very popular model, rented most often for removals for
transporting documents or for transporting valuable rovars that need to
be additionally secured in transit.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/metalowa-polka-do-kontenera-rolkowego-
740x680mm-40vr1290
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